contention; a domain that has expanded and shrunk according to prevailing preferences. The subtle boundaries of this non-psychotic domain are important in many practical ways, including forensic and community psychiatric care issues.'" The subset of psychosis is easier to define and most diagnostic schemes concur on this, universally according Schneider's symptoms of the first rank a central place3 ( Kendler et aL.'6 confirmed the higher incidence of schizotypal personality disorder in the biological relatives of adopted-away schizophrenics found by Kety et al. 7 using a methodology that met criticisms of earlier studies" but pointed out that there is some circularity in the arguments, in that the DSM-III concept of schizotypal personality derived from an examination of the case summaries of the biological relatives of the adopted-away schizophrenics in the extended family study of Kety et al. '7 These same personality deficiencies are found as prodromal features of later schizophrenia. Psychopathic features also occur, emphasizing a relationship between the two conditions, which have other biological features in common' and psychopathy is over-represented in the families of schizophrenic probands.202' If these non-schizophrenic individuals with allegedly schizophrenic spectrum traits22 are included in statistical comparisons the genetic transmission of schizophrenia is more convincing.'7'23 '24 The relatives of schizophrenics are at greater risk than a random population of developing schizophrenia, the risk being proportional to the degree of consanguinity. Where a family history is absent sporadic cases of schizophrenia betray evidence of brain damage.25 A recent familial study, in which the probands were followed-up over a long period and in many cases personally interviewed by the researchers, showed that brief lived schizophreniform psychoses, schizoaffective psychoses and psychotic affective illness betrayed a schizophrenic pattern of inheritance.26
Organic findings
In view of these genetic findings it is of great interest that, in addition to certain personality factors which are allegedly detected in the apparently unaffected first degree relatives, claims have been made that they betray cognitive dysfunction and formal thought disorder on objective tests. 2728 Neurological abnormalities similar to those found in schizophrenics have also been found in their, apparently, unaffected first degree relatives, initially found as eye tracking dysfunction29'3-but more recently apparent in a battery of conventional neurological tests32 suggesting that the neurological signs in schizophrenia are unlikely to be entirely consequential on current or past medication. found improvement in obsessive-compulsive problems, suggesting that these are components of the total complex, rather than independent features, particularly since the tricyclic antidepressant, amitriptyline, seemed to produce a deterioration in some patients.
Conclusion
As far as we can tell it would seem that the concept implicit in the words of Lewis & Piotrowski39 that 'a little schizophrenia is schizophrenia' can be extended to a little schizophrenia-like phenomena might well be schizophrenia, whether considering inheritance, brief lived psychotic episodes, or personality characteristics.
The organic findings in the spectrum disorders, and even in the apparently unaffected blood relatives, imply that these disorders are medical illnesses. The possibility that low doses of antipsychotic medication may be helpful should be kept in mind and such an approach can prove very rewarding; a vivid demonstration of this is described elsewhere. '9 
